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Abstract—Multicasting is emerging as an enabling technology
for multimedia transmissions over wireless networks to support
several groups of users with flexible quality of service (QoS)
requirements. Although multicast has huge potential to push the
limits of next generation communication systems; it is however
one of the most challenging issues currently being addressed. In
this survey, we explain multicast group formation and various
forms of group rate determination approaches. We also provide
a systematic review of recent channel-aware multicast schedul-
ing and resource allocation (MSRA) techniques proposed for
downlink multicast services in OFDMA based systems. We study
these enabling algorithms, evaluate their core characteristics,
limitations and classify them using multidimensional matrix. We
cohesively review the algorithms in terms of their throughput
maximization, fairness considerations, performance complexities,
multi-antenna support, optimality and simplifying assumptions.
We discuss existing standards employing multicasting and further
highlight some potential research opportunities in multicast
systems.
Index Terms—multicasting, resource allocation, multicast sur-
vey, scheduling, OFDMA, subcarrier allocation, power allocation,
resource optimization, quality of service, multicast standards.
I. INTRODUCTION
OVERWHELMING demands for high data rates and theneed to support large number of users with flexible
quality of service (QoS) requirements has led to an explo-
sive surge in mobile and wireless communication systems
development in recent years. These demands and require-
ments are anticipated to be more intense in the future as
more military applications and commercial services become
more prevalent. Of particular interest are certain applications
which require transmission to selected groups of users that
naturally lend themselves towards multicasting. For instance,
geographic information updates such as traffic reports, local
news, weather forecast, stock prices and location-based ad-
verts. Multimedia entertainments such as IPTV, mobile TV,
video conferencing, and other multimedia services, which
currently account for one-third of mobile internet market,
are some of the disruptive innovations that can be deployed
using multicast technology [1]–[7]. Since there is no substitute
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Fig. 1. Multicast system where multiple users requesting same service share
allocated system resources. The users may not be in the same location.
for intelligent deployment and utilization of finite resources,
hence, when multiple users within the same or adjacent cell
require same content, multicasting allows such users to form
groups and share allocated resources as illustrated in Fig. 1.
The idea further maximizes spectral efficiency and minimizes
transmission power consumption at the base station while also
maximally utilizing the limited system resources [4]. This is
in contrast to unicast transmissions where users cannot share
resources and as many transmissions as number of users are
required for full cell coverage.
Meanwhile, next generation communication systems must
address challenges of multimedia broadcast due to wide vari-
ations of the wireless channel, high mobility of users and
limited system resources. To resolve these challenges, com-
binations of multicasting together with orthogonal frequency
division multiple access (OFDMA), multiple-input-multiple-
output (MIMO) antenna scheme, scheduling, and dynamic ra-
dio resource allocation (DRA) have been particularly identified
as spectrum efficient techniques to maximize spectral utiliza-
tion, minimize transmission power consumption at the base
station (BS) and provide better quality of experience (QoE)
for users within the network. These technologies have been
widely adopted as multimedia broadcast multicast services
(MBMS) in few cellular standards such as IEEE802.16 (Fixed
and Mobile WiMAX) and the 3GPP Long Term Evolution
(LTE) to accommodate high speed mobility as well as support
high rates for nomadic and mobile users [8].
The main idea of OFDMA is the distribution of the nar-
rowband subcarriers among users depending on their channel
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Fig. 2. Various aspects of channel-aware multicast scheduling and resource allocation (MSRA) as discussed in this paper.
characteristics [9], whereas, MIMO uses multiple antenna at
both the transmitter and receiver to enable increased spec-
tral efficiency for a given total transmit power by properly
multiplexing parallel channels and taking advantage of an-
tenna diversities. Similarly, scheduling and dynamic resource
allocation establish management protocols to ensure fair and
efficient exploitation of system resources. The transmission
strength of OFDMA together with advanced antenna capabil-
ities of MIMO allow more users to be packed into available
resources in frequency and spatial domains. Combination of
MIMO-OFDMA unique features has been reported to result
in enhanced system total capacity [10].
Multicast scheduling and resource allocation (MSRA) is
based on two types of multicast transmissions: Single-rate and
multi-rate transmissions. In single-rate, the BS transmits to
all users in each multicast group at the same rate irrespective
of their non-uniform achievable capacities whereas in multi-
rate, the BS transmits to each user in each multicast group
at different rates based on what each user can handle. Until
recently, single-rate scheme has been quite popular and widely
accepted due to its implementation simplicity and low com-
plexity. Multi-rate, on the other hand, has been receiving more
attention lately because of necessity to achieve user throughput
differentiation such that improved system spectral efficiency
is attained.
MSRA is still confronted with various technical challenges.
For example, in single-rate transmission, multicast services
must be transmitted at a rate low enough for the least (worst
or minimum) user to decode and high enough to maximally
utilize system resources. Hence, the major problem is deter-
mining the most efficient single rate to transmit to each group
without being insensitive to users with bad channel quality
or unfair to users with high throughput potentials. Invariably,
single-rate multicasting translates to trade-off between the
transmission rate and system coverage.
In multi-rate transmission however, the problem is how to
reduce the computational complexities, coding, and synchro-
nization difficulties associated with transmission to multiple
subgroups or individual group members. Based on these two
types of multicast group rate determinations, scheduling, re-
source allocation and optimization can then be performed such
that spectral efficiency is achieved, various network resources
are optimally utilized without performance degradation and
users’ QoS requirements are satisfied given that they experi-
ence different channel fading dynamics.
While a huge plethora of literature exists on scheduling
and dynamic resource allocation (DRA) in unicast multiuser
OFDM systems as surveyed in [11], [12], works on multicast
scheduling and resource allocation (MSRA) are just beginning
to emerge in broadband wireless systems. Authors of [13] and
[6] examined single-rate multiple multicast groups within a
single cell while [14] and [15] investigated multiple multicasts
with multi-rate transmissions. All these algorithms consider
different performance metrics and constraints. Of particular
challenge is the resulting optimization problem of multiple
antenna complexities at both the BS and individual users.
Specifically, [5] and [16] are among the few works investigat-
ing MIMO techniques in multicast. Hence, MSRA in wireless
networks is currently a research area with many open issues.
A major goal of this survey article is to present a concise
and insightful view of the current knowledge in several aspects
of channel-aware MSRA algorithms and then provide succinct
classifications of these algorithms as illustrated in Fig. 2.
We start by introducing MSRA fundamentals and various
group formation concepts in Section II. We discuss challenges
associated with MSRA in Section III while in Section IV,
we explain approaches in MSRA to address optimality and
complexities. Main ideas, features and limitations of enabling
algorithms and their various forms are studied in Section V.
Multicasting features of some modern wireless standards are
explained in Section VI. Finally, Section VII provides insight
to some potential research opportunities and our conclusions
are presented in Section VIII. Although, we do not claim
absolute completeness of resource allocation algorithms in this
study - because this would probably result in an heterogeneous
list of scientific contributions - but extensive analysis has been
provided.
II. MULTIMEDIA MULTICAST FUNDAMENTALS
In this section, we provide insight into various multicast
group formation strategies proposed in the literature for single-
rate and multi-rate multicast group transmission schemes. We
also address potential anomaly behavior in multicast groups.
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LCG Users at the cell edge with bad channel dynamics.
· Multicast group compose of several users with varying channel quality index and distance from BS.
Fig. 3. Multicast group formation using single transmission rate. The single-
rate can be fixed rate, average group throughput or rate of least capable user
in the group.
A. Single-Rate Multicast Transmissions & Group Formation
Single rate transmission requires no special group formation
except to determine a compromising transmission rate suitable
for all users in the group as in Fig.3. To permit researchers to
design and propose practical MSRA algorithms, three simple
schemes have been adopted widely in the literature. First is
a pre-defined fixed default rate [17], [18]. Second is adaptive
selection and transmission at worst user’s rate (i.e. user with
least channel gain) [19] and finally, dynamic transmission
using group average throughput [20]. In what follows, we
discuss these schemes and their variants.
1) Pre-defined Fixed Rates: It has been argued that using
a pre-defined fixed default group transmission rates for all
multicast group is sufficient. In fact, existing communication
systems such as CDMA2000 1xEV-DO networks use fixed
data rate of 204.8Kbps for multicast transmission and equal
resources are assigned to all users in cyclic round-robin
fashion irrespective of their channel characteristics [17], [18].
This means, there is no priority consideration and system re-
sources are evenly distributed. This easy approach is especially
designed to favorably satisfy cell edge users who are expected
to have low channel gains due to their bad channel quality
resulting from their farthest distance from central BS.
However, in the likely event that we assume the fixed rate
is always equal to the instantaneous achievable rates of the
minimum users at the cell edge, then, using pre-defined fixed
rate results in max-min fairness (see Section III-C2) since the
resulting minimum user is given resource allocation priority
to realize its maximum achievable rate. This rate is the worst
rate because it assumes that there is always a user at the edge
of the cell regardless whether such a user is actually present or
not. Although, fixed rate approach is simple to implement with
low complexity and also guarantees reliable multicast to users
at cell edge; it is however undesirable since it puts severe re-
striction on achievable system throughput when users’ channel
differentiation is considered especially for those users close
to the base station with good channel quality. Additionally,
this scheme does not offer any utility maximization, hence,
it is unresponsive towards intra-group and inter-group user
fairness. Intra-group refers to the interaction and coexistence
of multiple users within a single multicast group whereas
inter-group refers to such competitive coexistence in multiple
multicast where numerous groups compete among themselves
for system resources.
2) Least Channel Gain (LCG) User Rate: A system is
only as strong as its weakest link. So also is a single-rate
multicast system based on LCG user. This scheme adaptively
sets the group transmission rates to suit the user with the worst
(minimum) channel quality [5]–[7], [19].While LCG scheme
has spurred other approaches, the scheme itself is highly
conservative and spectrally inefficient since users within the
group (close to the BS) experiencing good channel gains are
severely hindered from utilizing link adaptation to exploit their
good channel gain. Besides, as the group size increases, the
data capacity of the group becomes limited, because more
users now share resources assigned to the group based on LCG
user, consequently, capacity benefits of the multicast system
diminishes as the number of users increases [21]. It is obvious
that LCG scheme is a pessimistic special case of pre-defined
fixed rates discussed in Section II-A1.
3) Average (AVG) Group Throughput: Another way to im-
prove system capacity and exploit multiuser channel dynamics
is to enable the BS transmits to each multicast group based on
long-term moving average throughput of the group [13], [20],
[22]. Group averaging technique has various forms. For in-
stance, [22] orders users’ instantaneous achievable throughput
and selects the median throughput that can support half (50%)
of all group member while in [20] and [13], authors develop
models that allow the BS to select appropriate single data
transmission rate based on the exponential moving average
received throughput of each user inside the cell. Another
important but yet rarely researched area is physical layer
multicasting using multiple antenna where users’ average
signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) is used to determine the group’s
single transmission rate [23]–[25].
In [24], authors show that capacity maximization based on
SNR averaging provides higher capacity than LCG scheme
and further justifies that under certain scenarios, when users
are mobile, SNR averaging corresponds to the LCG scheme.
However, studies by Sun et al. [23] differ from [24] by
showing that not only does the LCG scheme offer practical
implementation benefits, but also satisfies the QoS of each
user. Interestingly, results of [23] is only valid provided the
optimized LCG SNR meets the threshold required for suc-
cessful reception. Fundamentally, concept of group throughput
or group SNR averaging premise on guaranteeing reliable
transmission and successful decoding to half the user in
the system. This overtly optimistic scheme invariably means
certain packet loss is inevitable, especially for users far from
the central BS who cannot cope with the high average group
rates.
B. Multi-Rate Multicast Transmissions & Group Formation
Multi-rate multicast transmission emerges to address the
sub-optimality that exists in single-rate transmission con-
sidering the intrinsic heterogeneous channel characteristics
of wireless networks. This diversity, if not well addressed
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Fig. 4. Schematic of multi-rate information decomposition technique.
could have detrimental effects on multicast intra-group and
inter-group transmissions. For example, single-rate intra-group
unfairness may occur as a result of large differences in
channel variations of users within a multicast group. On the
other hand, inter-group unfairness may also result in networks
with differentiated services where multicast groups requesting
higher quality of services (QoS) would compete unfairly with
other groups requesting simple best-effort services.
Hence, many researchers have concentrated on developing
multi-rate multicast schemes allowing each user within a mul-
ticast group to receive multimedia traffic based on the handling
capacities. Two techniques currently exist in literature for
providing multi-rate multicast transmissions: One is Informa-
tion Decomposition Techniques (IDT) (or Stream Splitting)
[21], [26]–[29] which involves splitting high-rate multimedia
contents into multiple streams of data where users subscribe to
amount of data each can reliably receive. The other technique
is Multicast Subgroup Formation (or Group Splitting) [20],
[30], [31] which involves splitting and classifying multicast
group into smaller sub-groups based on intra-group users’
channel qualities. BS can then transmit to each group based
on perception of what each group can accommodate. Recent
studies such as [14] have developed variants of group splitting
and also extended multi-rate multicast transmissions to multi-
ple multicast groups with inter-group fairness considerations.
1) Information Decomposition Techniques - (Stream Split-
ting): Some authors have been actively investigating a physi-
cal layer information decomposition technique (IDT) or mul-
timedia stream splitting which exploits user multichannel
diversity [32], [33]. In IDT, information quality improves
as users receive more substreams. Apparently, there is an
exponential decrease in distortion experienced by users as
received data rates increases. Two categories of IDT have been
identified so far: Multiple Description Coding (MDC) [27]–
[29], [34], [35] and Hierarchical Layering (HL) [21], [36],
[37].
In MDC, multimedia data is split to multiple substreams and
each subcarrier is allocated to one substream for downlink
transmission to the multicast group. In both techniques, a
minimal service - base substream - receivable by all users
is defined and transmitted to all user. Afterwards, users with
higher channel gain with potential for more throughput can
also receive additional enhancement substreams (ES) to im-
prove quality of the base substream. A schematic illustration of
IDT is depicted in Fig. 4. The difference between MDC and
HL is however in the order of reception of the substreams.
In HL, substream ESn must be successfully received before
substream ESn+1 can be decoded whereas in MDC, all
substreams have equal priority and any combinations of the
received substreams can be decoded independently. MDC
has enjoyed more attention from researchers because of its
substream independence feature as it can potentially offer
better performance than HL whose performance degrades
when packets are not received in hierarchical order.
IDT multi-rate stream splitting and coding transmission
without consideration for LCG users enable more significant
performance than the conventional single-rate transmission
scheme. In High Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA)
cellular network, IDT was shown to offer significant efficiency
in utilization of allocated spectral resource [3]. However, the
technique is reportedly not without significant computation
complexity and signalling overhead. Although multi-rate IDT
exploit users’ channel variation and potentially perform better
than single-rate, however, the assumption that multiple combi-
nations of layers can be decoded by mapping the layers at the
receiver to the original data still requires further investigation
hopefully by adapting recent designs and advances in video
coding technology.
2) Multicast Subgroup Formation (MSF) - (Group Split-
ting): Multicast subgroup formation (MSF) can be considered
as an hybrid scheme to reduce the bottleneck effects of
LCG users by combining the simplicity of single rate and
higher capacity potential of IDT. In MSF, a multicast group
is split into two or more subgroups and a single multicast
transmission rate and coexistence mechanism are then defined
for the subgroups. For instance, [35] divides a cell into two
QoS regions. The BS transmits two data streams at different
power levels according to the QoS definitions. Each stream
corresponds to a different QoS region. High channel gain
(HCG) users can receive both streams while the LCGs receive
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Fig. 5. Cooperative multicasting scheme. An example of multi-rate subgroup formation with cooperative data relay.
one stream. However, the scheme lacks precise coexistence
definitions to guarantee reliable transmission to LCGs. Some
coexistence ideas that have been proposed for use in MSF are
itemized below:
✪ Subgroups + LCG users trade-off [20]
✪ Subgroups + subgroup resource sharing [30], [38]
✪ Subgroups + cooperative data relay [31], [39]
An example of multi-rate subgroup formation with coop-
erative data relay is cooperative multicasting scheme (CMS)
[31] which exploits cooperative communication [40] as shown
in Fig. 5. Hou et al. [31] proposed a time subslot-based
cooperative multicast scheduling scheme for cellular networks
where HCG users who reliably received the transmitted data
in the time subslot 1, S1, relay to the LCG users during S2.
Successful transmission in S1 depends on the link quality
between the BS and inter-group SNR rankings whereas in S2,
successful transmission to LCG users depends on intra-group
channel diversity. Although CMS showed significant capacity
improvement than the LCG based schemes; one potential
drawback however is the energy inefficiency due to the over-
concentration of resources on subslot S2 retransmissions [31]
(see Fig.8). This is apparent from the results showing that over
50% of HCGs within a group are expected to re-transmit in S2
subslot. Techniques, such as nearest neighbor location-based
service [39] and LCG maximum ratio combining [30] have
been proposed to reduce the enormous power dissipation.
When all HCGs relay to the LCGs, the associated synchro-
nization, estimation, and decoding complexities at the LCGs
pose great overhead. Moreover, such general retransmission
drains HCG relays by forcing them to expend enormous col-
lective transmit power resource on LCGs. Additionally, more
investigation is required on transmission reliability especially
when the link quality between pairs of HCGs and LCGs
deteriorates. This is possible due to shadowing or small-scale
fading between the nodes which may ultimately result in
intolerable error propagation and possible service denial for
LCGs.
Although multiple subgroup formation offers higher ca-
pacities than single group, however rapid variation in users’
channel dynamics is one major problem potentially making it
impractical. This implies that group membership must change
very often based on certain defined coexistence protocols.
Associated with such rapid changes are heavy entry and
initialization signaling overheads. Across the literature, MSF
has been shown to be very effective in addressing multiuser
channel and antenna diversities [31], [39].
Fig. 6 presents an intuitive schematic of the throughput of a
multicast group having different channel-to-noise-ratio (CNR).
Notice the sequence of rate increment for each user in each
scheme. While IDT and CMS both have higher throughput
potentials, they both also exhibit higher coding and synchro-
nization complexities, demand for high computation power
and require heavy re-transmission overhead. Since multicast
services will almost certainly be required for future high data
rate applications, it is highly critical that flexible and highly
efficient algorithms be developed to provide high spectral
efficiency under diverse QoS and traffic models.
C. Dealing With Egocentric Self-Serving Multicast Users
In designing reliable multicast transmission techniques,
researchers have continuously made simplistic assumptions
that multicast users are in their best, rational behavior and
probably none will attempt to selfishly hoard resources. Hence,
very few works exist considering anomaly behavior of intra-
group multicast users. For example, in multi-rate subgroup
with cooperative data relay [31], an inherent assumption is
the unconditional, ever-willing to cooperate notion of selected
relay nodes. Unfortunately, relay nodes have been shown to
be egocentric and reluctant to contribute or forward data and
expend extra power on other nodes [41]–[43]. This pattern of
behavior is typically expected of mobile nodes with limited
battery power self-perception since relaying data is energy-
intensive.
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Fig. 6. Schematic illustration of single and multi-rate schemes: (a.) Single-
rate group where threshold user with worst CNR bottlenecks other users’
rate. (b.) IDT multi-rate stream splitting scheme where LCG rate first serves
as base stream; other users receive enhancements streams ESn proportional
to their CNRs. (c.) CMS multi-rate group splitting scheme where HCGs are
first served, then relayed to others low CNR users.
Some relevant questions to ask are:
✪ Are multicast nodes compelled to join multicast groups
and/or forward received data?
✪ What benefits do such users stand to gain knowing that
certain unknown users with unfavorable channel quality
can constitute transmission bottleneck which potentially
limits their achievable rates or cause them to incur
expensive energy cost?
Answers to the aforementioned questions from users’ per-
spective would probably negate any logical reasons for users
to join multicast groups. Consequently, incentive mechanisms
are required to motivate users’ cooperation and discourage
self-centeredness in multicast systems.
Three categories of incentive mechanism classes have been
identified to stimulate user cooperation: First is payment-
based mechanism [44], [45] where nodes that get services
should be charged and those who provide support should be
remunerated. Second, reputation-based mechanisms [46]–[49]
where nodes monitor each other’s behavior and cooperate with
those who maintain good reputation. Lastly is the punishment-
based mechanisms [50], [51] where non-cooperative nodes are
punished by employing some punitive strategy.
Unfortunately, majority of these works target unicast sys-
tems and they cannot be directly applied to multicast. Per-
haps, one of the few works dealing with this problem in
multicast system proposed a game theoretic, punishment-based
mechanism where nodes decrease their transmission power or
marginalize erring nodes when misbehavior is detected [52].
Anomaly behavior evaluation in multicast self-configuring
cognitive radio system is particularly a viable research op-
portunity to explore as many unresolved problems still exist.
Research in this direction is particularly crucial because of the
potential limiting impacts self-serving users may have on total
network throughput. Possible solutions could involve evalu-
ation, adaptation and extension of some existing algorithms
already designed for unicast systems.
III. MSRA CHALLENGES
In this section, we briefly describe various challenges
associated with MSRA algorithm design. Then we present
a multicast system scenario, its associated constraints and
related resource optimization solutions.
A. Wireless Channel Dynamism
Signal impairment is a major problem resulting from rapid
wireless channel variations, multipath propagation and fading
of transmitted signals. Likewise, the mobility of users and
attributes of the surrounding terrain make the wireless link
to vary considerably in frequency, time and space for all
users especially in urban areas where multicast is especially
beneficial. This channel diversity of users can be adapted to
assign subcarriers, modulation, coding rate and transmit power
to users based on their instantaneous channel experiences.
Hence, we can ensure that the most efficient transmission
mode is always employed on each subcarrier regardless of the
wireless channel quality. For example, in WiMAX, 64QAM 23
coding rate having high spectral efficiency may be used when
the mobile nodes are close to the BS and the link is good
but BPSK 12 coding rate having poor spectral efficiency but
good bit-error-rate (BER) is used when the MS is far from BS
and link is bad. In multicast systems, the use of aggressive
modulation is complicated due to channel disparity of users,
hence, little progress has been achieved in this avenue.
B. Channel-Aware Resource Allocation
Adaptive resource allocation is based on few notions: firstly,
it is assumed that nodes can perfectly estimate and feedback
their channel state information (CSI) to the BS. Secondly, CSI
is always available to the BS before the commencement of
each transmission. Thirdly, channel is slow-fading, meaning
that the channel condition does not change during each OFDM
symbol transmission block to avoid allocating resources based
on obsolete CSI. While these assumptions are required to
investigate system performance; they however do not offer
realistic view of practical wireless systems. Practically, perfect
CSI is hardly ever available at the base station due to channel
prediction error, quantization error, feedback overhead, and
channel feedback delay which is due to variation of the
wireless link after estimation [15]. This delay often nullifies
the validity of the estimates and degrades system performance.
The need for perfect CSI is even more apparent in channel-
aware MSRA algorithms since the BS often utilizes knowledge
of the channel condition for transmissions. BS would require
frequent updates of the channel information for efficient
resource allocation and optimal utilization. This frequent feed-
back requirement imposes significant load and complexity on
the system since multiple multicast groups within a single
cell may use large number of aggregate subcarriers. Therefore,
some authors have studied channel estimation techniques that
reduce feedback overhead [53], [54]. More specifically, [53]
investigated the sufficiency of partial CSI in maintaining
certain performance level and [54] considers the impact of
delayed feedback channel on system throughput and shows
that predictive coding can be used to mitigate effect of
outdated CSI.
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C. MSRA Performance Metrics & Tradeoffs
The principle of multicast communication hinges on how to
achieve intra/inter multicast group rate balance (or fairness)
and compromise. There are two major conflicting fairness
criteria in the literature depending on various perspectives.
First is equality based fairness where all users expect equal
rates or resource shares. Second is proportional fairness where
each user receives allocation based on their potential capa-
bilities. Our work tends towards the latter definition. Since
fairness and throughput maximization have always been two
conflicting issues of concern in resource allocation problems,
therefore, trade-off (compromise) or proportionality is always
required to obtain good performance. Although these issues
have enjoyed tremendous research attention for conventional
unicast systems in recent years, more investigation is still
required for multicast systems. In this section, we classify
MSRA algorithms into three main categories depending on
their features.
1) Strict Throughput Maximization (STM): Without consid-
eration for fairness, STM is often utilized in multiple multicast
resource allocation problems where inter-group competitive
coexistence must be well managed to achieve optimal system
spectral efficiency. STM is an overtly optimistic approach
which is totally inapplicable in intra-group because it se-
lects rate of user with highest channel gain as the group’s
transmission rate which undoubtedly would result in absolute
intra-group resource starvation. On the other hand, STM has
been shown to attain significant capacity gains for inter-group
resource allocation because it allocates the best resource in
time, frequency, and spatial domains to groups with the best
potential to maximize total system capacity [19], [55], [56].
However, the gain comes at the expense of groups composed
of sizeable number of users experiencing poor channel quality.
2) Max-Min Fairness (MMF): In multicast-enabled sys-
tems, MMF attempts to rectify fairness deprivation in STM by
giving priority to minimum users/groups to realize their max-
imum achievable rates. The intra-group single-rate schemes
explained in Subsection II-A are variants of MMFs depend-
ing on different threshold-rate definitions. For instance, in
[13], [20] the threshold is defined as average (AVG) group
throughput. Both schemes then traded-off LCG users and full
system coverage. To achieve higher system capacities, the
system is then optimized in favor of the AVG users. An
improvement to both schemes could be to give the LCGs
higher priority in the next time slots when their channel gains
might have improved. Consequently, LCGs would experience
temporary service failure instead of denial-of-service as in the
case when they are totally given up. In MMF-based MSRA
algorithms, each iteration maximizes the threshold-rate by
allocating resources to users to achieve their highest possible
rates until pareto optimality is attained - this is a state at which
there is no other way to improve allocation of system resources
to threshold user without decreasing allocation of other users.
Hence, MMF-based MSRA algorithm is a pessimistic ap-
proach to provide guaranteed reliable multicast transmissions
to all users.
3) Proportional Throughput with Fairness (PTF): Absolute
fairness leads to drastic reduction in aggregate throughput.
Strict throughput results in zero tolerance for weak multicast
groups. However, proportional fairness is a compromise-based
approach which attempts to simultaneously balance group
aggregate throughput while preventing resource starvation and
providing fair QoS to all groups. In [57], an elegant tradeoff
factor approach is employed to manipulate proportionality
between fairness and total system capacity. Results show high
capacity gain with good fairness performance, however, uni-
cast system was considered. A more related study conducted
in [13], [36] considers multiple multicast groups scheduling
in TDMA-based cellular data networks and proposed two
algorithms optimized for intra-group PTF and inter-group
PTF. In the inter-group PTF scheme, the BS dynamically
selects multicast group such that the summation of log(Tg)
for all multicast group is maximized, where log(Tg) is the
group throughput for multicast group g. These algorithms are
particularly interesting if we note that a system may achieve
high spectral utilization, yet, a number of users still experience
resource starvation. In such cases, the efficiency of the system
results from users with good channel quality.
D. Multicast System Model
To implement channel-aware MSRA, users’ CSI are as-
sumed to be known at the BS. CSI is estimated at each
user node and sent to the resource allocation block in the
BS using feedback path. Alternatively, CSI can be estimated
through the uplink of the user node in a time division duplex
(TDD) system. As depicted in Fig. 7, the BS utilizes the
CSI thus, obtained to assign a set of subcarriers to each
user. It also determines number of bits to form an OFDM
symbol, modulation scheme and amount of power to transmit
on each subcarrier. When each OFDM symbol is transmitted,
the subcarrier and bit allocation information are also sent along
to the receivers through the control channel, thereby enabling
the receivers to make informed decision about bits decoding
and extraction from the sets of subcarriers assigned to the
multicast groups.
Assume an OFDMA-based system with κ users on N
subcarriers receiving multicast downlink traffic flows from a
central BS having G multicast groups. Sets of users receiving
the gth traffic flow can be represented as Kg, whereas number
of users in a multicast group is |Kg|1. We denote total number
of users in the system as κ =
∑G
g=1 |Kg|. Each group
has fixed or variable number of users with different channel
characteristics who may be co-located or differently located.
The wireless channel is a frequency selective Rayleigh fading
channel and the noise power of every subcarrier is assumed to
be unity for simplicity. Each subcarrier has equal bandwidth
size of BW = WN , where W is the total bandwidth of the sys-
tem. For simplicity, we consider an MSRA LCG-based single-
rate multi-multicast system where each multicast group rate is
limited by the least-capable user. If min
k∈Kg
|hk,n| is the channel
coefficient of minimum user k in group g on subcarrier n,
N0 is the white noise single-sided power spectral density
on each subcarrier, then the frequency channel-to-noise-ratio
(CNR) of group g on subcarrier n is g,n =
min
k∈Kg
|hk,n|2
N0BW
.
1Notice that multicast group results when |Kg| > 1. When |Kg| = 1, we
have conventional unicast group.
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Fig. 7. Block diagram of multicast resource allocation block in OFDMA system. Subcarriers, bits and transmit power allocation are decided using resident
MSRA algorithms. The CSI feedback block provides channel statistics from receivers to the base station.
Note that g,n captures the path-loss, fading, and noise of
all the multicast users. Fundamentally, throughput experienced
by each user depends on the number of users in each group
and the differences in channel quality of each user. Therefore,
multicast group transmission rate Rg,n on subcarrier n is then
given as:
Rg,n =
1
N
log2 (1 + png,n) , (1)
where pn denotes the amount of transmit power allocation
on subcarrier n. Moreover, since more than one user can
be allocated to a single subcarrier, we define a subcarrier
allocation index, δg,n showing if a flow received by certain
group occupies the n-th subcarrier or not. Note that here,
intergroup subcarrier sharing is not permitted. Hence,
δg,n =
{
1, if subcarrier n is allocated to group g.
0, otherwise
(2)
The total throughput of a particular group g on all N subcar-
riers is then given as Rg in eqn (3).
Rg =
N∑
n=1
|Kg|
N
δg,n log2 (1 + png,n) , ∀g, (3)
The underlying MSRA problem is basically to determine the
most efficient way to allocate system resources, the optimal
rate the BS should transmit to groups, which subcarrier(s)
should be assigned to which group, and the required power for
transmission on each subcarrier of each group. Then, the re-
sulting optimization problem to improve total system capacity
CT becomes a non-convex, mixed-integer, non-linear maxi-
mization problems which is NP-Hard as shown in eqn. (4)-
(7). NP-hard (Non-deterministic Polynomial-Time) problems
are classes of problems for which no efficient solution exists
[58], [59]. Results of the optimization problems give set of
optimal subcarriers and power allocations maximizing the
system capacity.
max
δg,n,pn
CT =
G∑
g=1
Rg ∀n = 1, 2, ..., N, (4)
subject to:
N∑
n=1
pn ≤ PTotal, & pn ≥ 0, (5)
G∑
g=1
δg,n = 1 ∀n, (6)
δg,n ∈ {0, 1} ∀g, ∀n, (7)
Equations (5) & (6) show that the total transmit power on
all subcarriers cannot be greater than the system transmit
power PTotal available at the BS, where eqn. (7) is the
integer constraint defined in eqn. (2). Note that the complexity
and hardness of this global optimization problem is due to
the integer constraint and it becomes more difficult with
increase in number of users and subcarriers. Since computation
complexities increase with number of individual subcarriers
to be allocated, it may be potentially helpful to allocate the
subcarriers in chunks or blocks to reduce complexity. In [60],
[61] and references therein, it was shown that chunk-based
contiguous subcarrier allocation method based on SNR or
BER constraints can effectively mitigate complexities and
overheads. However, as expected, one major drawback of this
approach is how to combat frequency selective fading on some
subcarriers within the chunk which may hamper the possible
benefits of chunk allocation.
In general, the cross-layer resource allocation and opti-
mization problems [62] to meet the QoS requirements for
all services requested by multicast users, maximize system
throughput, maintain user fairness, minimize user and base
station transmit power while considering channel charac-
teristics of each user in multi-antenna OFDMA system is
extremely challenging and sophisticated techniques with low
complexities are still required.
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TABLE I
OPTIMAL & APPROXIMATE MSRA ALGORITHMS COMPLEXITIES
Implementation IDT-Based LCG-Based
Global Optimal O(NNd
∑G
g=1 2
|Kg |) [29] O(GN ·Np′ )
Approximation O(NNdκ) [29] O(κN2)
IV. OPTIMALITY & COMPLEXITIES
Multicast problems fundamentally result in reduced system
capacity due to the dependency on least channel gain user.
Therefore, most existing work generally consider optimiza-
tion problem with system capacity (CT ) maximization under
various constraints including QoS, BER, delay tolerance,
number of subcarriers, available BS power, etc. Results of the
optimization solution gives set of optimal resource allocation
maximizing the system capacity. In [19], [28], [29] , optimal
solution to the objective function of the optimization problem
have been investigated and shown to be highly desirable
for different system resources. However, it requires joint
allocation of multiple resources (e.g. subcarriers and power
allocation) resulting in NP-hard, non-convex constrained op-
timization problem. Available solutions to this problem (e.g.
exhaustive search, approximations) often require very complex
and time-consuming computations.
To solve the problem, the difficult integer constraint δg,n ∈
{0, 1} can be relaxed to assume continuous values δg,n ∈
C(0, 1), maximization problem converted to minimization
problem and the constraints of the maximization problem
transformed to sets of linear equations and inequalities to
obtain a relaxed convex feasible problems solvable by using
linear programming (LP) [63] depending on the problem
formulation. The resulting relaxation transforms the NP-hard
mixed-integer (MIP) optimization problem into tractable con-
vex LP problems whose solutions provide a bound - i.e.
near-optimal approximations - on the original optimization
problem. A probing question then is: ”what is the performance
gap between the exact optimal and its relaxed approximation?”
This is a classical optimization discussion and myriad of
papers address this issue for unicast systems. What is vital
however is, at rare situations, relaxed optimal solution may
have integral values δg,n = 0 or δg,n = 1 which then coincides
with the exact MIP optimal solution.
Even with relaxation, computational complexity of the
relaxed solution is still prohibitively high at the base station.
Understandably, if the number of subcarriers and users within
a cell are quite small, then, optimal solution with exponential
complexity may suffice. Unfortunately, this is not the case
because the number of constraints and variables increase
significantly with the number of users and subcarriers, thus,
making computational complexity unavoidably high. This is
even worse when we consider that the optimal solution should
be recomputed in response to each channel fluctuations. This
is not realizable in practical systems like WiMAX where
allocation must be achieved real-time within 5-10ms. Table I
shows the computation complexities of optimal and near-
optimal approximate solution of two algorithms2.
2Number of possible subcarrier allocation is denoted as GN while Np
′
is
the number of searches for optimal power allocation over the N subcarriers
such that system capacity is maximized.
Suboptimal MSRA
MSRA Enabling 
Algorithms
Multi-rate
MSRA
Single-rate
MSRA
Strict Throughput
Max-min Fairness
Proportional Fairness
Optimal MSRA
Fig. 8. Organization of the MSRA algorithms.
Consequent to these complexity problems, the MSRA op-
timization problems are often decomposed into independent,
two-step operations and suboptimal/heuristic algorithms with
lower complexities are often designed to solve the problems
[5]–[7], [19], [36]. In numerous studies, heuristic algorithms
have been shown to provide feasible solutions, however, the
quality of the solutions or gap from the exact (and approx-
imate) optimal solution remains uncertain. One of the few
works performing such comparative analysis [27] reported a
5% performance gap between the relaxed optimal approxi-
mation and the proposed heuristic algorithm. Authors of [14]
also examine the lower and upper performance bounds of the
LCG-based and MDC-variant of IDT multicast transmission
and proposed a low-complexity algorithm using Newton’s
Method [63] by exploiting the nonzero linear function power
allocation constraints. Although, comparative study of exact
optimal solutions would involve intensive computation power
but it is nonetheless essential to investigate how these heuristic
algorithms stack up with exact global solutions. Authors of
[29] provide required work in this direction.
V. MSRA ENABLING ALGORITHMS
Various MSRA algorithms and optimization techniques with
different objectives and constraints have been proposed for the
downlink of OFDMA systems. We present details of some of
these proposals in this section. Specifically, we evaluate their
core characteristics, limitations, simplifying assumptions and
performance complexities. Using multidimensional matrices,
we cohesively classify them in terms of their throughput
maximization, fairness considerations, multi-antenna support,
optimality and sub-optimality. Algorithms discussed in this
section are divided into different categories as shown in Fig. 8
as well as Tables II, III and IV. In the following, we discuss
a few of the classifications.
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TABLE II
SUMMARY OF SUBOPTIMALMSRA ALGORITHMS FOR SINGLE RATE GROUP TRANSMISSIONS (FIXED, LCG, AVG, & LCG VARIANTS)
Algorithms & Features Advantages Limitations
Strict
Throughput
SPA [38]: LCG-variant. Subcarrier-only alloca-
tion for situation where user k has good link
on subcarrier n when other Kg−1 users have
bad channel dynamics on subcarrier n. Users
receive one pair of subcarrier. Min of max rates
on paired subcarrier is used as intra-group rate
then the group with max rate is scheduled for
resource allocation.
Transmit redundancy on multiple sub-
carrier can possibly ensure robustness
and make LCG user more competitive.
It lowers number of uniquely allocate-
able subcarriers by 50%. Also, lack of
subcarrier pairing criterion can degrade
system performance.
LcSPA [19]: LCG-based Low-complexity, sub-
carrier & power allocation scheme that is
largely applicable in multiple multicast single
rate transmission. Adopts two-step approxima-
tion scheme. Two other variants of algorithm
(L-LCSPA & H-LcSPA) are designed for low
and high SNR regions respectively.
Throughput maximization. Reduction in
total computational complexity due to
linearity of the algorithms.
Lack of fairness. Can potentially starve
out groups with poor channel gain or
fewer numbers of users.
MIMO-OFDMA MSRA [5]: Multiuser multi-
antenna version of LcSPA [19] using spatial
multiplexing in single multicast. Extended in
[16], for multi-multicast with MIMO precoding.
[5] Adopts two-step approximation scheme as
LcSPA [19] while [5] included third steps for
computing optimal precoding vector.
Same as LcSPA [19] in addition to
addressing MIMO complexity issues.
Same limitations as LcSPA [19]
Proportional
Fairness
Genetic Algorithm [6]: Multicast Greedy Al-
gorithm that iteratively allocates subchannel and
transmit power. two-step suboptimal approach
designed for multiple multicasts with propor-
tional fairness considerations.
Uses compensation scheme to enforce
proportional fairness. -
MaxMin
Fairness
PSA [64]: LCG-variant. two-step algorithm, di-
vides each group to two subgroups based on
low/high channel gains. Low subgroup users
cooperatively share subcarriers with high gain
subgroup. Attempts to proffer user fairness such
that multicast group with severe LCG user can
still receive some low rate data instead of total
denial of service.
Potentially effective in best effort traf-
fic multi-multicast system where groups
containing users with severely low gains
can be totally starved out of resources.
In practice, it is unlikely that the low
rate data received by the low gain sub-
groups provide any satisfactory QoS for
the much needed multimedia multicast
traffic.
CARA [56]: LCG-based Convex-optimization
Aided Resource Allocation two-step subopti-
mal. Guaranteed QoS support.
Ensure QoS satisfaction for LCG user
by adding minimum rate constraints to
the optimization problem.
May result in resource starvation for
whole multicast group in low SNR re-
gion where LCG user cannot meet QoS
requirements.
SPA [38]: Subcarrier Pair Allocation. Single-
rate LCG-variant that attempt to make LCG
more competitive in multi-multicast by using
subcarrier pairing. Single step suboptimal. In-
troduced subcarrier pairing and transmission
redundancy to evaluate user rates.
Ensures robustness. Computation com-
plexity reduces by 50% of other
schemes since no power allocation is
required.
Reduction in number of usable subcar-
riers and lack of criterion for subcarrier
pairing can potentially degrade system
capacity and performance.
Fair-SA [7]: LCG-based, Fair Subcarrier Allo-
cation for preventing greedy resource utiliza-
tion in single-rate, multi-multicast system. two-
step suboptimal approach. Additional scalable
fairness constraints added to the multicast opti-
mization problem.
Implements group fairness of access to
system resource by guaranteeing flexi-
ble minimum number of subcarriers to
all groups.
Scheme assumes residual subcarriers
are always available to compensate
LCG user. Also, minimum user be-
comes bottleneck on group and system
throughput.
Averaging Schemes [13], [20], [22], [24]: Uti-
lize SNR averaging, group throughput moving
average, median instantaneous throughput to
determine the minimum threshold or benchmark
for resource allocation. Each iteration attempts
to maximize the defined benchmark rate for
each group. Guarantee reliable transmission and
successful decoding to half the user in the
system.
They are characterized by increased ca-
pacity and enhanced spectral efficiency
for users capable of decoding the trans-
mitted data. It also potentially increases
inter-group competitiveness.
Results in high packet drop for high
number of users especially LCGs which
might have been dropped due to poten-
tially low rates.
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TABLE III
SUMMARY OF OPTIMALMSRA ALGORITHMS FOR MULTI RATE GROUP TRANSMISSIONS (MDC, CMS & VARIANTS)
Algorithms & Features Advantages Limitations
Strict
Throughput
- - -
- - -
Proportional
Fairness
MDC-IBL [28]: Maximum Throughput & Pro-
portional Fairness. IDT-based single multicast.
Developed optimal (not in all cases) iterative
bit loading scheme for weighted sum rate opti-
mization.
Each user’s capacity is a reflection of
own channel quality.
High coding, decoding complexity and
heavy transmission overhead.
MDC-Duality [29]: IDT-based scheme with
discrete modulation extending [28] to asymp-
totically global optimal solution for multi-
multicast system. Provides global optimal maxi-
mum weighted sum rate using Lagrangian dual.
Performance significantly better than
LCG-based and MDC-IBL [28]. Also
claims algorithm has low complexity
and fast convergence.
-
MaxMin
Fairness
- - -
- - -
TABLE IV
SUMMARY OF SUBOPTIMALMSRA ALGORITHMS FOR MULTI RATE GROUP TRANSMISSIONS (MDC, CMS & VARIANTS)
Algorithms & Features Advantages Limitations
Strict
Throughput
- - -
- - -
Proportional
Fairness
CMS [31]: channel-aware two-phase subgroup
where BS transmits to all multicast group at
high rates during subslot S1. Receiver at S1
serve as relay nodes to LCG subgroup at S2.
Cooperative scheme exploiting intra-group user
channel diversities to cooperatively retransmit
to LCGs. Addresses the subgroup formation
criteria lacking in [35].
Significant system throughput improve-
ment than LCG scheme and ensures
proportional rate fairness based on each
user’s channel gains using modified
normalized signal-to-noise ratio ranking
between the groups.
Highly energy inefficient due to the
over-concentration of resources on sub-
slot S2 with 50% of users retransmit-
ting as relay node.
E-CMS [39]: Uses channel information and
nearest neighbor discovery LBS to select relay
nodes such that cumulative cooperative energy
consumption and number of HCG relays are
minimized. It has same features as [31].
Increases total system throughput and
established variable number of relay
nodes depending on cell coverage ratio.
This potentially reduces network power
consumption.
More investigation is required on trans-
mission reliability between pairs of
HCGs and LCGs, especially when link
quality deteriorates during subslot S2
retransmission.
[15]: IDT-based multi-multicast scheme in
multi-cell environment for data rate enhance-
ment using adaptive modulation and coding
scheme. Constrained the base stream to satisfy
minimum QoS, BER requirement. To avoid ex-
cessive transmission failure, scheme uses trans-
mit redundancy to boost LCG data.
One of the few works investigating
cooperative multiple transmitter instead
of cooperative receivers and exploits
multi-cell channel diversity gains.
Requires more efficient method to over-
come the huge complexity and synchro-
nization overhead due to different prop-
agation delay of data sent from multiple
cells.
MT and PF [21], [26]–[28]: Maximum
Throughput and Proportional Fairness. IDT-
based. Each user’s capacity is a reflection
of own channel quality. two-step suboptimal.
Adapts information decomposition techniques
(MDC and layered coding) to exploit multiuser
channel diversity.
Capacity is maximized and fairness is
inherently obtained. Ensures fairness in
next transmission by remunerating and
giving priority to least user in previous
transmission.
High coding, decoding complexity and
heavy transmission overhead.
MaxMin
Fairness
[65] IDT-based, three-Step Suboptimal Algo-
rithm with guaranteed QoS support at the base
stream for all users. Provides only subcarrier
allocation. Ensure QoS satisfaction for LCG
user by adding constraints to the optimization
problem.
May result in resource starvation for
whole multicast group in low SNR re-
gion where LCG user cannot meet QoS
requirements.
Potentially more complex than other
schemes.
B-CMS [30]: Integrates PHY layer beamform-
ing and CMS for a two-phase, subgroup trans-
mission. Uses LCGs as benchmark. LCGs use
MRC to merge signals from BS and relayed
signals from HCGs to achieve higher capaci-
ties. Suboptimal due to the relaxation to allow
application of gradient guided approximation
to obtain solution. Reduces to the classical
max-min fairness where minimum utilization is
maximized at all iteration.
Use of beamforming and MRC re-
ceiver diversity can potentially increase
system capacities. Also, CMS reduces
computation power demand on the BS.
This scheme shifts intensive computa-
tion power demands from the BS and
distributes it on the relay nodes. Benefit
of this strategy is not obvious con-
sidering the limited battery lifespan of
mobile relay nodes while BS has higher
power supply.
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A. Suboptimal Strict Throughput Single-Rate Algorithms
Suboptimal algorithms for multicast-based resource alloca-
tion in existing literature can be differentiated based on two
basic properties: The reduction assumptions towards simplify-
ing the complexity of the problems, and the isolation methods
used to divide the problems into independent steps such that
each step has polynomial complexity. For the first, subcarriers
are assigned to each group with objective of maximizing total
system capacity. This step assumes that total system transmit
power is evenly distributed over all subcarriers. In the second,
transmit power is optimally allocated to each preselected
subcarrier using Lagrange multiplier method or the Karush-
Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions [63] - which interestingly, is
similar to the conventional waterfilling rule - to enforce group
rate proportionality.
These two steps are usually adopted, however, the difference
is the techniques used to assign subcarriers, which we shall
discuss in detail. For instance, [7], shows that if equal power is
applied to selective subcarriers with good channel gains, total
throughput of zero pathloss difference of suboptimal heuristic
scheme approximates the performance of the optimal scheme
even with flat transmit power spectral density (PSD). This sim-
ple approach is an example of strict throughput maximization
which reduces computation complexity mainly to subcarrier
allocation and eliminates need for power allocation. When
we consider multiple multicast services, complexity increases
because we need to determine which group receives the best
subcarrier in each iteration. This subcarrier allocation decision
is determined by the system objectives possibly formulated in
terms of strict throughput maximization or fairness of access
to network resources.
This case was further studied in [19] where subcarrier n is
allocated to group g having potential maximum data rate as
given in eqn. (8). This is equivalent to assigning subcarrier
n to group g with maximum SNR or highest channel gain
noting that each group rate is based on worst channel user.
Similar works for single multicast MIMO using spatial multi-
plexing and multi-multicast MIMO using weighting precoding
are done in [5] and [16] respectively. These works further
define two additional approximations for eqn. (8), which are
functions of the eigenvalues of the channel matrix for the low
and high SNR regions where the SNR is close to zero and
>> average SNR respectively.
max
g∈G
(Rg,n)=|Kg| log2
(
1 + 1N g,nPTotal
)
(8)
The significance of these approximations is the reduction in
computation complexity of the algorithm in the SNR extremes.
In contrast to LCG user where performance degrades as the
number of users increase, these schemes achieve higher system
capacities even at the low SNR region since groups with better
channel condition always have resources. Results in [5] also
show that as the channel power gap increases larger gains is
achievable.
As with all STM objective functions, fair access to sys-
tem resources between groups with diverse carrier-to-noise
ratio (CNR) is not considered. If the link difference among
multicast group is large, group with high CNR will dominate
the resource for a large amount of time, leaving groups with
low link quality to starve. For example, schemes in [5] can
potentially shut out groups with poor channel gain or fewer
numbers of users since it is based on maximum aggregate
data rate which increases as users per group and channel
gain increase. Tables II shows summary of suboptimal strict
throughput single-rate algorithms.
B. Suboptimal Max-Min Fair Single-Rate Algorithms
One possible way to prevent greedy resource utilization
by HCG groups and maintain balance between throughput
maximization and fairness is to impose minimum number of
subcarrier to allocate to each group. Ngo et al. [7] shows
that by adding one more constraint as shown in eqn. (9)
to constraints in (5)-(7), certain level of flexibility and fair
resource access can be assured.
N∑
n=1
δg,n ≥ αg|Gg=1 , (9)
where 0 ≤ αg ≤ N ,
∑G
g=1 αg ≤ N , and αg is the minimum
number of subcarrier to assign to each group.
Interestingly, the total capacity result of the suboptimal
fair scheme approximates performance of the suboptimal
strict throughput even at 2.5dB pathloss difference. However,
determination of the optimal choice of αg is not trivial because
if αg → 0, problem becomes strict throughput whereas, the
problem becomes strict fairness if αg →
⌊
M
G
⌋
.
A compensation approach was proposed in [6], [26] where
fairness is enforced by compensating each group for low rate
- relative to the target rate required by the group - by moving
them to better subcarrier with higher CNR. That is, in the
next transmission of each multicast group, subcarrier having
maximum channel gain (best subcarrier) is assigned to the
group with least data rate in the previous transmission. In
addition to showing intergroup relationship that may exist in a
cell, this approach ensures that no group dominates the system
resources and low rate groups do not experience outright
resource starvation.
1) Max-Min Fair & QoS Considerations: Besides through-
put and fairness system objectives, it is equally important
to provide satisfying quality of service to users because bad
QoS affects users’ level of satisfaction and defeats the system
purpose. One way to achieve this is to ensure that achievable
rates for each single-rate multicast group satisfy the minimum
rate requirements of contents served. In [56], the following
constraint is added to constraints (5)-(7):
Rg,n ≥ Rming,n 1 ≤ n ≤ N, (10)
where Rming,n is the least data rate requirement to satisfy users’
QoS requirements. Resulting optimization solution guarantees
acceptable service quality if LCG users experience good
channel quality but it invariably results in absolute resource
starvation for all group members once the minimum user in
the group cannot satisfy own rate requirements. Hence, in low
SNR regime where LCG user’s data rate is less than QoS
requirement, system performance degradation may result.
To satisfy the QoS requirements of users in a multicast
group, [15], [65] applied IDT and redefined the base stream
as the minimum rate all users must receive to satisfy QoS
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requirements. Notice that in this case, only the base stream
needs to be optimized for QoS as other users can subsequently
receive more description to improve service quality. Hence,
if a user receives the minimum rate - base stream, QoS
is satisfied and additional enhancements simply exploit link
condition to provide improved resolutions [36]. Various other
constraints can also be added and evaluated for any of the
algorithms discussed in this paper.
VI. MULTICASTING IN CURRENT WIRELESS STANDARDS
& FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Multimedia Broadcast Multicast Services (MBMS):
The Third Generation Partnership Project 2 (3GPP2) Mul-
timedia Broadcast Multicast Services (MBMS) [8], [66] is a
unidirectional multicasting services that has been enabled for
CDMA2000 [17], [18], 3G Universal Mobile Telecommunica-
tions System (UMTS) communication systems and currently
been considered for inclusion in the IP-based Mobile WiMAX
and LTE. It utilizes point-to-multipoint (PMP) bearer trans-
mission technology, where high-speed multimedia content is
delivered from a single source entity to multiple or group
of mobile devices or user equipments (UEs). This drastically
reduces the linear dependencies between the number of con-
nected UEs and the amount of system resources required.
Besides the addition of new nodes for MBMS implemen-
tation across different releases, the major differences between
the 3G and 4G MBMS implementations are the enhanced
QoS, introduction of link adaptation to improve data rates,
reduced communication overhead, and storage requirements.
MBMS is envisaged to face stiff competition from competing
technologies such as IP-multicast and Digital Video Broadcast
- Handheld (DVB-H) which are considered by many to be
the closest competitor of MBMS. MBMS provides enhanced
security procedures than IP Multicast. Moreover, the closed
but flexible operational business model of MBMS makes it
more appealing to content providers and users unlike the
open IP multicast where anyone can receive/transmit data sent
to a group without authorization and without any form of
compensation to the service providers [67]. Nevertheless, there
are certain applications for which MBMS is clearly unsuitable
whereas IP multicast works seamlessly (e.g. multiuser video
conferencing). Similarly, DVB-H provides all the specialized
functions of MBMS, however, MBMS can provide uplink ser-
vices unlike DVB-H which provides only downlink services.
Several other technical challenges of MBMS are currently
being addressed within the research community.
VII. POTENTIAL RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES
Tremendous research opportunities still exist in multimedia
multicasting: First, existing studies in radio resource allocation
for multicast broadcast services in OFDMA system have
mainly investigated single multicast services, whereas a few,
multiple multicast, all solely within a single cell system.
This observation raises two issues: Firstly, single multicast
and single cell consideration do not adequately capture the
essence of multicast systems, efficient multiple multicast or
generalized model is still required. Secondly, most existing
work on MSRA have focused heavily on subcarrier, power and
bit allocation with BER, QoS and transmit power constraints,
leaving delay constraints as viable research to explore. In-
vestigating the impact of delay along with other constraints
is highly crucial considering the unprecedented amount of
delay-sensitive multimedia applications that are envisaged for
deployment in the next generation systems.
Thirdly, this study has shown that some works exist on
multi-rate cooperative multicasting to reduce power consump-
tion; however, works considering mobile nodes characterized
by high resource constraints as described in [58] are still
conspicuously lacking. Such evaluation is critical for future
communication systems which would predominantly be com-
posed of mobile users. Also related is the evaluation of the
impact and complexities of using multiple antenna on mobile
terminals for multicasting. Only few authors [5], [25], [68],
[69] have considered this challenging task.
Lastly, next generation communication systems such as
IEEE802.16m provides massive support for mobile users.
Hence, it is not unlikely that multicast group members move
rapidly across multiple cells or base stations. Users at the
cell edge of one base station may, however, be within good
transmission range of another base station transmitting same
content and may be able to join another group and share net-
work resource. Similarly, users at boundary may also receive
signals affected by co-channel interference from neighboring
base stations which further lowers the transmission rate of
the received data. Most resource management schemes are
developed without consideration of cell interferences and user
mobility. Therefore, to enhance cell capacity, more rigorous
studies are required on base station cooperation and mobility
effect on multicast resource allocation as number of users in
groups dynamically changes. Such study may however require
cross-layer optimization. Additionally, most MSRA algorithms
discussed in this work attempt to offer reliable multicast group
transmission which maximize overall system throughput at the
expense of complexity, high energy cost, under-utilization of
network resources, or trade-off of few selected low gain users.
Very efficient solutions are yet to emerge.
Similarly, cooperative multicasting highlighted in this paper
still requires significant development. Although, there is a rich
literature on physical-layer cooperation that investigate coop-
erative protocols and relay partner choice selection as shown
in [70], however, application to multicast system potentially
opens up another research trend. In summary, as demands
for multicast services increase, many more practical issues
requiring further investigation becomes highly imperative - all
offering compelling research topics.
VIII. CONCLUSION
Multimedia multicasting is a very promising technology for
transmission of common multimedia services from a single
entity to a group of users using a shared transmission medium.
It potentially provides better spectral utilization and has been
a focal point of research and development effort over the
last several decades. Some of the important problems of
multicast systems hindering it from achieving its full potential
are, the selection of the most efficient group transmission
rates, determination of the optimal MSRA strategy, mechanism
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to deal with anomaly behaviors as well as development of
techniques to lower associated computational complexities and
overheads. In this paper, we have provided a comprehensive
survey of these problems and presented a rigorously ana-
lyzed multi-dimensional matrix of existing MSRA enabling
algorithms proposed in the literature. We also proactively
provided a systematic taxonomy of major existing works in
multicast resource allocation and presented possible research
opportunities to assist interested researchers.
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